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ABSTRACT  
Hybrid warfare includes the fuelling of conflicts in order to weaken the opponent. Respective operations take 
place both in the physical world and within the media space (which is often called “information space”). 
Defense against hybrid warfare demands comprehensive situational awareness which requires intelligence 
in both domains, i.e., the physical and the media. To this end, Open Source Intelligence (OSInt) is tasked 
with analysing openly accessible information from the media space. As the media space is very large and 
continuously growing, OSInt requires technological support. In this paper, we will describe the automatic 
detection and extraction of events in the physical world as well as media events. We will discuss how event 
representations of different types can be related to each other, and how a network of event representations 
can contribute to situational awareness. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Open Source Intelligence (OSInt) is tasked with exploring and analysing the openly accessible media space 
in order to gather information on (potential) conflicts, among other topics. With the term “media space”, we 
refer to the very large, fast and continuously growing multilingual corpus of texts, images, video and audio 
data that are distributed via traditional media, such as television, radio and newspaper, as well as social 
media, including various web blogs. Social media are mostly platform bound. Platforms include YouTube, 
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and others [1,2]. To a large extent, the media space is accessible via the 
Internet. Very many parts are open to the public. However, there also exist semi-open areas with potentially 
valuable information that are not intended to be accessible to everyone, e.g., Telegram groups and Facebook 
pages.  

The media space provides information on the physical world: what happened? Which events are currently 
ongoing? What is planned or predicted to happen in the future? It reacts very quickly to events in the 
physical world, i.e., information is provided almost immediately [3]. Therefore, the media space seems to be 
a promising “sensor” for events in the physical world. However, it remains a challenge to retrieve 
particularly relevant information from the overwhelmingly large body of information, as by far most 
information provided is entirely irrelevant, at least to the military. Moreover, the media space is not 
consistent – it includes both true and false information and, thus, fact checking is a further challenge.  

Besides being a sensor for the physical world, the media space is a forum for ideologies, opinions and values. 
It is an important space for the negotiation of what a society considers to be permissible, prescribed or 
forbidden, and for acting out sentiment and bias. As such, it has become a theatre of operations for hybrid 
warfare, that is, for operations conducted with the aim “to disrupt, undermine or damage the target’s political 
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system and cohesion through a combination of violence, control, subversion, manipulation and dissemination 
of (mis-) information” ([4], p.2). (Mis-) Information operations cause what we call “media events”. Media 
events can be triggered in order to influence sentiments, ideology and the public view on the physical world.  

Thus, on the one hand, the media space provides representations of the physical world that can be evaluated 
for gaining situational awareness. On the other hand, the media space is an area of operations in itself. It 
constitutes a domain of ideas for which situational awareness has to be achieved too. 

The media space is huge and grows continuously. For human analysts it is impossible to view the full 
amount of potentially relevant information closely. Therefore, methods of distant reading have to be 
developed. Distant reading requires defining features that are particularly relevant to a specific question, in 
other words, a collection task. These features are extracted from a corpus of texts or other documents. The 
features are processed and visualized [5]. This enables the analyst to perceive the relevant information from 
the corpus without reading its texts closely. Distant reading is a technique originally developed within 
cultural studies and the digital humanities [6]. In OSInt, it supports the most fundamental task of the analytic 
spectrum, namely descriptive analysis, both of events in the physical world and of media events. (Within the 
analytic spectrum, descriptive analysis precedes explanatory analysis, evaluative analysis and, finally, 
estimative analysis [7].) 

How can we enable distant reading? Distant reading requires automatic information reduction. Automatic 
information reduction includes the extraction and, possibly, transformation of relevant features from a 
corpus. Appropriate features have to be specified. Then, it has to be determined which of these features are to 
be actually derived in order to answer a respective question. Information reduction should depend on the 
collection task. Effective distant reading support should enable users to apply various information reduction 
techniques that serve the answering of diverse questions. Users should be provided with a respective toolbox. 

In this paper, we will discuss the extraction of information about physical real-world events from the media 
space. To this end, we will define structured event representations and propose a pipeline for automatic event 
recognition and extraction (Section 2). Then, we will discuss media events and the features needed to 
identify and represent them (Section 3). Stakeholders, in particular agents and patients, can be considered a 
glue for bringing together different event types, so that a broader picture of the events in multiple domains 
can be formed. Events can be related via their stakeholders through social networks. Therefore, we will 
discuss social network analysis in Section 4. Finally, we will tentatively bring together the various analytic 
approaches and give an outlook on future work.  

2.0 EVENT EXTRACTION 

The most basic representation of a physical world event comprises its type – e.g., “IED event”, “suicide 
bomb”, “peaceful protest”, “attack” – as well as its location and time. Types are pre-defined and locations 
and times can be defined with varying accuracy – e.g., locations can be specified as cities, by addresses, or 
by coordinates. Type, time and location are the fundamental features needed to classify the event and 
represent it on a map or in a timeline. Beyond the basic information, additional information on the actor, the 
affected and other stakeholders as well as used materiel can be provided, if available. Event representations 
can be linked to other data, such as responsibility claims, photos or similar. Furthermore, metadata can 
specify the information source as well as sentiments of the reporter, regarding the event. 

We start with the very basic representation of an event. 

In order to achieve the goal of coherent event recognition and extraction, we invoke the concept of a 
processing pipeline, which includes several sub-tasks to aid in event extraction. The first step of this 
processing pipeline is data collection. Here, a wrapper is to be implemented that extracts data from the media 
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space. The collection of data can either be specifically triggered by a keyword or can happen non-specifically 
without a keyword. An example of a situation in which the collection is not keyword-triggered is when all 
recent articles from a specific source (e.g., of the last two hours) are considered relevant and are included in 
the corpus accordingly. Based on the specified keyword(s), the subject area of the corpus can already be 
greatly narrowed down.  

To further limit the database, an initial classification is performed. A binary classification model is used to 
determine whether an entry in the corpus contains an event description or not. This classification task can be 
implemented on the document level and/or on the sentence level. Therefore, it can be seen as a two-step 
process. Firstly, larger entries within the corpus, i.e., entire documents are analysed and marked as including 
an event description or not. Secondly, specific sentences of the documents that include event descriptions are 
extracted. The extracted sentences are the ones holding the actual event information. Due to the inherent 
multilinguality of the information space, classification models should make use of multilingual language 
models accordingly. In a first implementation, we use one hundred separately trained densely connected 
neural nets for the document classification task and a single net for the classification on the sentence level 
[8]. Both approaches make use of document embeddings that are generated by using the pre-trained 
multilingual cased BERT model [9]. Our models were tested on multilingual datasets including English, 
Spanish, Portuguese and Hindi text instances. For document classification, a macro F1 (F-measure) of 0.65 
was reached, for sentence level classification a macro F1 of 0.70. We plan to improve these scores by 
conducting further experiments in the future. 

Documents and sentences that include an event description are processed further. Metadata of the relevant 
corpus entries are read out. Metadata of interest are, e.g., the author of the text as well as place and time of 
creation. The metadata obtained is used for data management. A comparison with existing entries in the data 
collection is performed. Entries that are already included are not incorporated again and are consequently 
excluded from further processing. This step is optional, as a further comparison of the text based on the 
extracted events is conducted in the following step. However, it can be useful to reduce the amount of data 
already at this stage to avoid the unnecessary processing of duplicates. Additionally, since the data 
evaluation is often implemented quickly, especially when it comes to the analysis of current crisis situations, 
it is advisable to reduce the amount of data to a minimum as early as possible. 

Next, co-reference resolution is performed on the resulting filtered corpus. It needs to be determined which 
documents and/or sentences describe the same event. The task of co-reference resolution can be treated as a 
clustering problem. One approach to solving the clustering problem is to train and optimize a simple neural 
network to compare two documents that both include an event description. This means that the neural 
network basically acts as a comparison function. The results of this comparison can then be used to build a 
graph. The graph consists of vertices and edges. The documents/sentences are represented by the vertices. If 
the network predicts that two documents/sentences belong to the same cluster, an edge is added in the graph 
between the corresponding vertices, otherwise no edge is added. The resulting graph is analysed with regard 
to disjoint subgraphs. Each individual subgraph represents an event cluster. Such a graph could look as 
follows: 
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Figure 1: Example of a possible graph 
 

In this simplified example graph, four documents including an event are given. After processing these 
documents in the way that was described above, two event clusters are found. The first cluster includes 
documents 1, 2 and 4, the second cluster includes only document 3. We can determine that documents 1, 2 
and 4 are about the same event and that document 3 is about another event.  

The next step in our proposed processing pipeline is the extraction of event arguments. This means that the 
answers to the “5W1H” questions (“who, when, where, what, why” and “how”) have to be extracted. The 
“what”, i.e., the event type, can be determined by using a fine-grained classification model. One database 
that could be used as training data for such a classifier is the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data 
Project (ACLED) database [10]. The ACLED database contains six event types and 25 sub event types. 
Fine-grained classification of events aims at the detection of the 25 sub event types. In general, all event and 
sub event types describe either a violent event, a demonstration or non-violent actions. The six event types 
are “battles”, “explosions/remote violence”, “violence against civilians”, “protests”, “riots” and “strategic 
developments”. The sub event types define these event types in more detail and include, among others, 
“armed clash”, “suicide bomb”, “attack”, “grenade”, “mob violence”, “arrests”, “peaceful protest” and 
“agreement”. Our current approach uses a fine-tuned RoBERTa transformer model [11] with document 
embeddings and ACLED data as its basis [12]. The model was evaluated on non-ACLED data in order to 
assess its robustness and reached a weighted F1 of 0.830. The model scores high for sub event types that can 
be seen as (semantically) compact, e.g., “suicide bomb” (F1 0.976) and “remote explosion” (F1 0.957) and 
low for sub event types that are less compact, e.g., the generic sub event type “other” (F1 0.400). These 
results were to be expected. To calculate the topic compactness of each sub event type, we first embedded all 
examples. We then average the resulting vectors for each sub type. The average represents the topic centroid. 
Then, the Euclidean distance of each text vector to the topic centroid is calculated. Figures 2 and 3 show the 
topic compactness of the event sub types “other” and “suicide bomb” respectively.  
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Figure 2: Topic Distance “other”                                     Figure 3: Topic Distance “suicide bomb” 

In addition to the event types, i.e. the “What”, the “Where” and “When” of an event are crucial in order to 
create situational awareness. This means that the location and time of an event need to be extracted. To this 
end, the text entries that remain after the previously described processing steps can be analysed with a 
Named Entity Recognition (NER) model. Named Entities are for example locations, organizations, persons 
and time/dates. A well-functioning NER model can provide relevant information about a given event almost 
entirely, including information about location and time and even involved actors. If one were to use a NER 
model for an entire document, problems would arise in terms of selecting the relevant information for a 
given event. Since in a previous processing step the exact event sentences were determined, meaning the 
sentences from a document that contain the event arguments, we assume that the extraction of the applicable 
location, time and involved persons with a NER model can work in our case. An example using the spaCy 
NER model [13] is described below. To depict the results, we use an entry for the sub event type “suicide 
bomb” from the ACLED database.  

 

Figure 4: Example of NER 

We can see that the NER model finds the time (DATE) as well as the location (FAC, GPE) of the event. 
Additionally, nationalities and religious groups (NORP) are identified. To use the information provided by 
the tags NORP and CARDINAL – e.g., for determining the actor (“Islamic State suicide bomber”) and the 
affected place (“Shiite place of worship in the Shula district in Bagdad”) – further processing would have to 
be implemented, as these entities have to be seen in the correct context.  

Now, the event information is inserted into a predefined template, so that a standardized event representation 
is created. This template includes all of the event arguments mentioned above as well as a unique identifier. 
On the basis of the completed template, a further comparison of the events contained and identified in the 
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database can be performed. This is necessary because it can be assumed that a specific event is not reported 
only once within the media space. In order to create a coherent situational picture, reports on identical events, 
insofar as they do not contain useful new information, do not all have to be processed further. In contrast to 
the identity management step mentioned earlier, the goal here is to find duplicate events that still may have 
come from different sources and not to find duplicated sources/reports/articles. Co-reference resolution 
already addresses the distinction or identification of event representations, however, it can be assumed that a 
specific event cluster that is found using the described approach for co-reference resolution, may include 
instances of the same main event but different sub events.   

In a final step, the standardized representation that was creating using the template is transferred into a 
symbol library that is based on the APP 6C’s Stability and Civil Support Activities Symbols [14]. A viewer 
service can draw the selected symbol on a map. The goal to depict events as symbols on a map strengthens 
the necessity for identity management based on event information, as each event should only be displayed 
once.  

In summary, our proposed processing pipeline enables the analysis of reports about events in the media 
space and connects the gained information with a picture of the physical world, thereby creating situational 
awareness. The implementation of several classification and identity management steps helps to reduce the 
amount of data that needs to be analysed.  

3.0     MEDIA EVENT EXTRACTION 

We propose a broad definition of media events: a media event is the coherent reporting, commenting or 
discussion of a certain topic in the media. Media events can be very short, e.g., when a specific incident is 
reported only once and then “forgotten”. However, media events can also be much longer, e.g., when 
information is progressively updated, commented and discussed. In that case, different reporters can 
contribute to the same media event. Topics of media event can be entities like persons, institutions etc., or 
other events, among them both physical world events and other media events.  Topics and events can be 
hierarchically structured. That is, topics can contain sub-topics and media events can consist of several sub- 
events. It is not impossible that, at some point in time, a media event recursively refers to itself.  

Propaganda and operations of (mis-) information create media events with the aim to influence sentiment, 
opinion and, ultimately, behaviour. Such operations are a difficult business, as success is far from guaranteed 
[15]. However, social media seem to provide opportunities [3]. Institutional burdens to participate in the 
media space are reduced, if not abolished. Fragmentation of public discourse can be exploited: it becomes 
possible to target selected audiences, adapt to their specific expectations and biases and, thereby, aim at 
influencing them without making other audiences aware of the influencing. As there is in principle no 
quantitative limit on contributions to the media space, sections of this space can be flooded with (mis-) 
information. The goal can be to convince the audience of a certain position. However, it can also be just to 
sow doubt or insert large amounts of noise in order to overlay other information. To this end, algorithmic 
methods of content generation and distribution can be applied. Finally, recommendation engines of social 
media platforms do their part in supporting the spread of (mis-) information and the creation of “hypes” [1].  

Media event extraction aims at structuring the media space and giving an overview on the topics being 
discussed and the dynamics of the discussions. In essence, it can be implemented as a clustering of the media 
space and the distillation and description of the clusters’ features that are deemed relevant. It enables 
browsing through topics and, thus, the distant reading of communication threats. In our analysis we focus on 
selected social media platforms, e.g., Twitter. We apply techniques of content analysis [16], including 
automatic text analysis/ text mining. Content analysis is a scientific method used to systematically and 
reliably quantify communication based on the symbols used. Methodical approaches to content analysis, text 
analysis and text mining examine artefacts of social communication, typically given by written documents or 
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transcripts, to enable inferences about a subject or topic of interest, the framing of conversations and many 
other characteristics of messages.  

The analysis of text collections involves breaking down the content of documents in order to extract 
meaningful units and relations. To this end, natural language processing (NLP) techniques are being applied. 
For further analysis, a range of methods of automatic text analysis, particularly useful in web data analysis, 
take advantage of association rules and sequential patterns, as well as supervised and unsupervised learning. 
Increasingly, statistical algorithms from machine learning are finding their way into the standard methods of 
automated text mining. The development of unsupervised or semi-supervised learning methods for natural 
language processing seems to be particularly promising, since traditional supervised methods are unlikely to 
scale to the vast amounts of possibly relevant data, which is available in the media space. The primary 
advantage of these methods is that they do not require annotated data, as training data is often either limited 
or non-existent for most structures.  

Unsupervised machine learning methods, such as document clustering [17] and topic modelling, can 
significantly contribute to the exploratory analysis of a text corpus. By identifying homogenous groups of 
documents/messages, these methods are able to reveal hidden patterns as well as the underlying topic 
structure. As an example, let us consider Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA is a generative statistical 
model proposed by Blei, Ng and Jordan [18]: each document of a collection is modelled as a finite mixture 
over an underlying set of topics, resulting in a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model. Clustering of a text 
corpus into a set of topics based on the keywords of the individual documents is an example of LDA usage 
where each document is described as a distribution of topics, and each topic as a distribution of words. We 
applied LDA to a collection of news articles. The interpretation of a selected topic in Figure 5 results from 
the term frequency of corresponding terms (red). The trained model provides a soft clustering of the 
documents. Converting this to a partitioning grouping is done by assigning topic with highest probability to 
each document.  

 
Figure 5: Topic visualisation on news articles 
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Topics that are significantly prevalent in an underlying data set can be considered as correlated with media 
events. The temporal distribution of the volume flow of a topic can be understood as communication 
behaviour, that is, the internal dynamics of a media event. Consider Figure 6: the diagram shows the number 
of messages sent by two different outlets, distinguished by their colours (read vs blue). In our example, the 
outlets are Twitter accounts. Strong spikes of the red outlet may indicate algorithmic support, i.e., the 
automatic generation and distribution of messages. The distinction between the different outlets also enables 
the analysis of their different roles: while the red outlet sets the theme, the blue outlet takes a merely reactive 
role. 

 

Figure 6: Temporal distribution of two different outlets on a specific topic 

4.0 SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 

Media events include persons. Persons can be involved in topics, either actively or as being affected. They 
can even be topics themselves. Persons are related to each other by occurring within the same topics, 
possibly in different roles. Moreover, persons act as authors, recipients and/or intermediaries in the exchange 
and distribution of information. They are related to others via the information distribution network 
underlying the media space. Just like persons appear in media events, they also appear in real world events, 
again taking various roles. They are connected both via the events themselves and via their reporting, i.e., the 
respective media events that take real world events as topics.  

We can create graphs with persons as vertices and their event induced relations as edges. These graphs 
represent the social dimension of the event space and the media space, in particular. Events can be added as 
extra vertices, thereby connecting events via the social network. Events and their media sources can be 
clustered regarding their appearance in the social dimension. Thereby, an additional approach to distant 
reading of sources is enabled, and the media space can be browsed through its social dimension. Moreover, 
social network representations can serve information retrieval by helping to detect the information that is 
crucial for creating communities and, thus, should be read closely.  
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An enormous amount of research has been performed in recent years on exploiting data collected from social 
media services. Meanwhile, technology is mature and easy to apply [19,20]. In particular, it has been 
observed that the correlation of the linkage structure as an intrinsic and discriminating feature of these 
services with different kinds of data can increase the performance of mining and searching in information 
networks. When trying to assess anomalous patterns, events and changes, it is crucial to understand the 
underlying social network. Thus, mining the attributes in addition to the contents of social media services 
provides the opportunity to discover social structure characteristics, and analyse activity patterns both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. Emerging approaches seek to explain and predict social interactions through 
network structures by examining patterns of links among vertices. They favour the structural characteristics 
of the network (i.e., the patterns of connections among vertices) over individual attributes of the vertices. 
This shift in social analysis away from atomistic approaches to contextual and relational ones led to the 
ability to understand and explain the behaviours of multiple social formations such as technology-mediated 
communities. 

We envision that the whole phenomenon of social networks will continue to evolve quickly as digital 
technology increasingly penetrates the realm of the physical world, providing new research challenges for 
information systems. Since most current social network services usually implement only very simple models 
of a social network, it should be noted that these models cannot mirror the richness of real world complexity. 
However, even these abstract representations of social dynamics have proven to be useful in the acquisition 
of knowledge for decision making [21]. 

5.0 SYNTHESIS AND OUTLOOK 

To conclude: conflict monitoring shall provide us with situational overviews of both the physical space and 
the media space. OSInt contributes to these situational overviews by observing and analysing the openly 
accessibly part of the media space. OSInt requires technological support in order to deal with the vast 
amount of information that is available. Basic operations of information retrieval, extraction and distillation 
should be automatized, so that human analysts can better focus on the more challenging tasks of the analytic 
spectrum, namely explanation, evaluation and estimation.  

We have proposed a pipeline for extracting information on real world events from texts. The output of this 
pipeline are structured event representations. These representations can contribute to the situational picture: 
respective symbols can be selected and drawn on a map (Section 2). Moreover, we have proposed an 
approach to the identification and description of media events. We assume that media events can be 
correlated with topics under discussion in the media space. Therefore, topic modelling can provide us with 
an overview over media events. Further insight can be gained by analysing topic changes and the dynamics 
of information exchange within topics (Section 3).  

Real world events are represented by structured information while topics and, thus, media events are 
represented by mere distributions of content words. These representations differ in type and are not easily 
compatible. It remains a challenge to integrate situational pictures of the physical world and the media space 
in order to facilitate the answering of questions like to following: what is the discursive context of events in 
the physical world? How does the media space react to such events? How are physical events being 
exploited for media events? And ultimately: are there indications within the media space that enable the 
prediction of real world events? Linking the physical domain to the information space is not a trivial task. 
This is due to the fact that information operations in particular, as media events, do not presume this link to 
the physical domain. With respect to physical events, one can of course attempt to determine its media 
exploitation. We assume the relation in the opposite direction to be much more difficult or even is not 
feasible in most cases. A nearby attempt to integrate the physical and the media domain is by linking events 
of various types via the involved persons, as we proposed in Section 4.  
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Further work is on improving the models for (media) event extraction and for evaluating these models with 
various data sets. It is important to note, that within the media space – in particular within that part which is 
relevant for conflict monitoring – English is not the only language. Thus, improved solutions must provide 
multilingual support, also for underrepresented languages.  
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